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About This Game

Take control of five cute, mystical creatures of miniature proportions called CreaVures. CreaVures always travel in pairs, and
they must use their special abilities to help each other solve interesting platforming puzzles. Set in a world with beautiful

phosphorescent colors, these tiny creatures journey to save their homeland and restore light to their dying forest.

Key Features:

Guide 5 CreaVures, two at a time, through beautiful and magical habitats & discover their unique abilities

Jump, glide, swing, roll, and bounce through 18 levels of interactive, physics-based puzzle platforming as well as epic
boss battles

Use CreaVures together to complete puzzles in different ways

Immerse yourself in the enchanting world of CreaVures

Atmospheric music

Lovable characters in whimsical cutscenes

Creavures now speak 6 different languages! English, Spanish, French, German, Italian, and Dutch
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Only played a single round but it really has some potential. If you are fine with playing alone most of the time its fine but if you
expected live enemys then this probably is nothing for you just like it's not for me because of that reason. Might visit it later on
if it's able to get a higher playerbase.
.  1979 Revolution  is a important game that teaches us about the Iranian Revolution. Must play for everyone. Make choices and
bear the consequences of your actions.

Great game that raises the consciousness of people. There's no good guy or bad guy in this game, it's all perspective.. Endless
Legend already is an excellent game in it's base form. I have to admit that I haven't played it as much as I've wanted due to time
restrains but that will definitely change now with this expansion. Sure it only adds two things to the game:

1) A major faction called the Forgotten which I'm still trying to figure out how to play. And since they do not produce
any science, being science phobics, they can only gain techs in two ways. Either buy them for dust, which already is in
high demand needed for the usual stuff like upgrading units and such. Or steal them from other major factions using
the new . . .

2) Espionage system! Which is simply the best implementation of such kind in any turnbased game I've ever played in
my 30+ years of gaming. You can spy on the other factions, knowing what your enemies-to-be are building and where
they move their troops is very useful and enables you to adapt accordingly. You can even sabotage their cities in a
number of ways, like hindering production or damaging fortifications. Or even pillage resource extractors and villages
for some quick loot and disabling them for their owners for a number of turns. But remember, what you can do to
them, they can do to you too. So being the neighbourhood bully suddenly became much more dangerous even when
playing against AI's only.

How this will affect all humans multiplayer sessions I can only speculate at this moment but odds are things will
become pretty interesting. A definite thumbs up and recommended buy.. It's a great game for the price for people who
just like to mess around with shoothing
10/10. First impressions of PKO prompted me to get a Refund. PKR had a demo which left a sour taste in my brain.
the lack of EVERYTHING in the way of quality testing leaves you with a game feeling thrown together and cheap. This
is supposed to be a full production game of a much beloved IP. On this level I crashed soon after on a load point.
autosave, crash, load crash. so essentially there was no way past it. I should have known when the Demo was an exact
duplicate of the first level in all its horridness. Here is a Screen of the level mentioned above complete with its missing
waterfall texture. http:\/\/img.photobucket.com\/albums\/v209\/metclan\/Shot0018.jpg

3\/10. After finishing this game 100% and speedruned a lot of levels, I give my opinion about this game. First of all, you need to
love hardcore games otherwise you'll be frustrated even on the first world. This is a very hard platform 2D game inspired by
Super Meat Boy but it has his own identity.

Pros:

-Very accurate gameplay, you have several "power" of jump which allows you to be very accurate. There is a float feature that
is very interesting, you can use it to play safer but it'll make you lose time. That's up to you to use it or not !

-There are 4 different worlds and each of them have 9 levels (normal + hard mod), 4 challenges where you have to catch 100
fragments without dying and one boss. Every world has his own theme which make them unique.

-The soundtrack is very enjoyable, considering the fact you spend a lot of time on every level they are maybe a little repetitive
but it didn't disturb me at all.

-There are leadeboards on every level and you can see your own ghost that is your best time on a specific level.

-It is not expensive and you will spend a lot of time dying and learning every level to catch the 560 frangments in the game.
(Great quality\/price ratio).
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Cons:

-There is no overall leaderboard combining your overall time on every single level of the game which I think it's a shame
because it's a very good point on this kind of game where you try to do your best on every level.

I'd give a 17\/20 for this game, I can only advise you to play it !. I'm only a few hours into this game, but I imagine that I will
play it quite few more. It's fun and relaxing, the humor is short-lived, however, it's a challenge going for the achievements, if
that's your thing. Anyone who liked Oh Sir! The Insult Simulator should like this as much. The tutorial is helpful, but I don't
think it covers the utility in using recipe book; it took me a few hours in to realize that the possible drinks you can make with
the ingredients you are dealt will be highlighted in the book. As you play the game, you'll quickly see how that is important, but
this isn't a guide, just a review and I'll say this is a little gem. You can't get much more bang for your buck or drink for your
drunk. Bottoms up!. I'm a huge fan of Bad Religion
I even bought a brown Fender Precision
Signing to Atlantic was a really bad decision,
Now they're back on Epitaph, hey!

I bought Suffer and then I bought a thesaurus,
Then Graffin sang on "S&M airlines" chorus
Now they hang out and party on their tour bus
'Cause old bands know how to have fun

Great DLC.. THE EYE CAN SEEEEEEEEEEEE. I can run it on very high with 60 fps . it only took 8 years
9/10 with gtx970
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Amazing! Tailor-made action game for winter! But a little tired.. Apocalypse is the 10th tiny stuff DLC for Tropico 4. And the
last one. They sure abused the system. Oh well, we all will just get Collector's Bundle on big sale.

The mission is fairly interesting, but nothing too hard. The nuculear war is coming and you have to stuff your shelter up with
some of the four main factions members, while other will complain about your choices. There is a harder victory condition of
constructing an extremely expensive building. But we all know how to make money rain on head by now.
No, nothing spectacular is going to happen, it's not going to turn into DayZ. But you probably should have been expecting it if
you played Tropico campaigns. Just your usual humor.

Building that you get here is Shelter. It's not cheap, but once you set it up, you can increase respect of any faction by 20-40 by
setting up it's work mode at anytime.. I'm really enjoying the game HOWEVER there is a major drawback in that the game is
totally out of focus, blurred so it takes a great deal of the fun out of it because you can't really see well where you're going. I
have an inteli7-7700K quad processor and an NVidia GTX 1080 graphics card and 32GB RAM. I am using an Oculus Rift.
Perhaps that's the problem. I don't know but it is very frustrating and I wish someone would address the issue... Soon. If this gets
corrected I will update my review.. Do you want to become a lightning god?

Do you like lightning and explosions?

If yes, then buy this game right now.. do i have it
\/. Yeeeeeeeeeeeeep, yep, yep, yep, yep
it's DESCENT!. A lot of fun, and an external mixer is not compulsory! Perfect for trying out mixing before doing larger
investments to REAL MACHINES :-)
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